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Reminder of PSIA Operating Policy
Antitrust
The discussion should not address market allocation, pricing, or similar anticompetitive matters.
Intellectual Property
If a participant knows his or her company has patent claims that cover a portion of the spec or standard
under discussion, he or she is obligated to disclose those claims, and the company must either agree to
negotiate RAND (Reasonable and Non-Discriminatory) license terms or the WG will have to try to work
around the claims (and the company may be asked not to participate further if this happens repeatedly).

Agenda:
1. Minutes of last meeting
2. ISC West 2016
3. General business
4. Next meeting/time

Attendance:
 Darren Bain, RightCrowd
 Dave Bunzel, PSIA
 Shayne Bates, Microsoft Global Security
 Josh Jackson, RightCrowd
 Steve Bell, Gallagher
 Jeffrey Longo, Kastle Systems
 Dave Adams, HID
Discussion:
 Meeting opened at 5:12pm EST
 The minutes from the previous meeting were reviewed and no questions were
raised
 Darren advised that he had received no further feedback on the document that
outlines the demonstration scenarios for ISC West 2016. There were no further
ideas on the call












Mohammad had previously indicated that there will be some changes to the PLAI
specification to handle the demonstration scenarios we have been discussing
and they need time to get these completed. Now that the demonstration
scenarios are effectively planned, Darren asked Jeff how Kastle were
progressing with this. Jeff advised that the meta-data streaming model
specification changes have been presented to the Access Control workgroup and
are under review. These changes will provide the support for the location-based
East-bound interface activities within PLAI. Darren asked if there were plans in
place for updating the PSIA PLAI Agent and Test Tools to meet the specification
changes. Jeff advised discussions have taken place to start this work with
Tridium in the New Year but there are no firm completion date plans yet. Jeff
advised that work is also starting on slicing out the PLAI profiles as discussed on
previous meetings. Darren advised that we will need to update the
Implementation Guide in line with this at the appropriate time as well.
David Bunzel asked Dave Adams from HID if there had been any progress on
PLAI-based mobile credential support by HID. Dave advised that it has been
discussed and he is seeking to get resources to progress that. He felt that with
ISC West around the corner he may be able to use that as a driver to get those
resources so that HID could be a part of the PLAI demonstration and
discussions. Darren advised that it is possible for them to just carve out the part
of the PLAI adapter implementation for them to have identity data flowing into
their system from the PLAI agent and credentials being added and promoted
back to the agent. Jeff confirmed this was possible and was in fact how Allegion
provided their demonstration at the last ISC West show. Dave Bunzel asked
when HID would need to have a solution ready to be a part of the ISC West
demonstration and Darren advised that from a planning perspective having it
ready by the end of January or early February would be ideal
Shayne asked about organizing the location for our demonstration at ISC West
and Dave Bunzel advised that we are fortunately already well advanced with
Stanley Security sponsoring a request for space for us. Discussion amongst the
group concurred that having the demonstration on the Thursday morning would
be the best – time to be determined. Dave advised Debbie will request this with
Stanley.
Darren advised that the ISC West conference website indicated that there is a
dedicated Connected Security Expo this year being promoted by the SIA. The
theme of this is bringing logical and physical security together and is clearly
somewhere that PSIA/PLAI need to be a part of. The URL for this is
http://www.connectedsecurityexpo.com/. There is a webinar next week that
Darren has registered to attend, and which anyone else in the meeting is invited
to attend. There are also speaking spots and education sessions that we could
look to be a part of. Further discussion on this is required after the webinar and at
the next meeting.
It was determined that there should be a check in status meeting in two week’s
time albeit that this was just before Christmas. This meeting should be scheduled
for the Tuesday instead of the normal Wednesday.
Meeting closed at 5:48pm EST

New/Open Action Items:
 (opened 11/11/2015) Mohammad/Jeff to continue to advise on the PLAI profiles
and extensions progress



(opened 8/19/2015) Dave Adams advised that HID are looking to follow the
process and will advise when this might occur (a discussion was also held on
getting another vendor who is already a part of the PLAI group to follow through
the new implementation guide and process as a way of giving first hand feedback
on the experience and if further changes could be made to improve it)

Closed Action Items
 (opened 11/11/2015) Dave and Darren to document the PLAI demonstration
scenarios
Next Meeting: Tuesday 22nd December, 2015 5pm EST (India meeting to be scheduled
for 8:30am PST the same day)

